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Neutral sphingomyelinase 2 (nSMase2) produces the bioac-
tive lipid ceramide and has important roles in neurodegenera-
tion, cancer, and exosome formation. Although nSMase2 has
low basal activity, it is fully activated by phosphatidylserine (PS).
Previous work showed that interdomain interactions within
nSMase2 are needed for PS activation. Here, we use multiple
approaches, including small angle X-ray scattering, hydrogen–
deuterium exchange–MS, circular dichroism and thermal shift
assays, and membrane yeast two-hybrid assays, to define the
mechanism mediating this interdomain interactions within
nSMase2. In contrast to what we previously assumed, we dem-
onstrate that PS binding at the N-terminal and juxtamembrane
regions of nSMase2 rather acts as a conformational switch lead-
ing to interdomain interactions that are critical to enzyme acti-
vation. Our work assigns a unique function for a class of linkers
of lipid-activated, membrane-associated proteins. It indicates
that the linker actively participates in the activation mechanism
via intramolecular interactions, unlike the canonical linkers
that typically aid protein dimerization or localization.

Ceramide is not only an integral part of cellular membranes
but also an important bioactive lipid that regulates various sig-
naling pathways pertaining to cell proliferation, apoptosis, dif-
ferentiation, and various inter- and intracellular communica-
tion pathways (1–3). Accordingly, ceramide production plays
an important role in cancer, as well as cardiovascular, neurode-
generative, pulmonary, and inflammatory conditions (4 –10).
Ceramide is produced through three major pathways: a de novo
synthesis pathway catalyzed by ceramide synthases, a salvage
pathway wherein sphingoid bases are recycled to make cer-

amide, and a hydrolytic pathway, predominantly catalyzed by
sphingomyelinases (SMases).2

SMases are phosphodiesterases that generate ceramide by
hydrolyzing sphingomyelin (SM) and releasing a phosphocho-
line moiety as byproduct. They are broadly classified, based
on their pH optima, into acid sphingomyelinases, neutral sph-
ingomyelinases (nSMases), and alkaline sphingomyelinases.
nSMases are further classified into anionic phospholipid (APL)-
independent nSMase1, APL-dependent nSMase2, a Bovine
nSMase3, and a mitochondria-associated nSMase4. nSMase2
has been widely studied for its roles in cell growth, stress
responses, and exosome release (11–13). Dysregulation in
nSMase2 activity has been implicated in cancer, cardiovascular,
and neurological conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease (14,
15), thus making it an important therapeutic target.

nSMase2 is most abundantly found in the plasma membrane
and the Golgi, but it has also been studied in the context of
endoplasmic reticulum stress and DNA damage response (7,
16, 17). Biochemical studies of nSMase2 have shown that its full
activation requires Mg2� and APLs such as PS and phospha-
tidic acid (PA). nSMase2 has an N-terminal domain (NTD) that
aids in APL binding, followed by a cytoplasmic juxtamembrane
region (JX), an insertion region, and a catalytic domain (CAT)
(Fig. 1A). The NTD contains two hydrophobic segments, HS1
and HS2, that are important for APL-mediated allosteric acti-
vation of nSMase2. The first APL-binding site is between HS1
and HS2 on nSMase2, and the second APL-binding site
includes a portion of the JX region (13, 18). The insertion region
is presumed to regulate nSMase2 through its five phosphoryla-
tion sites and calcineurin-binding site (19); however, deletion of
this region does not affect basal nSMase2 activity (20).
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The first crystal structure of the CAT domain of human
nSMase2 was recently determined at 1.85 Å resolution, pre-
sumably in a low-activity state (Fig. 1B) (20). Additionally, a
loop in the CAT called the “DK loop” was shown to play a role in
activation of nSMase2 by acting as a gatekeeper loop (20). How-
ever, we did not understand how PS binding by the NTD and JX
regions resulted in allosteric activation of the CAT. Here, we
present extensive data to demonstrate that the JX region acts as
a molecular scaffold, mediating a large conformational change
upon PS binding and also effectively participating in activation
of nSMase2 via a network of interdomain interactions essential
to maintain the active conformation of nSMase2. Moreover, we
also elucidate the importance of these interdomain interactions
in nSMase2 function.

Results

The CAT domain of human nSMase2 interacts with the NTD
through its JX region

Previous data on the mechanism of nSMase2 activation
revealed that activation of this enzyme involves interaction of
the CAT domain with the NTD (20). However, the molecular
details of this interaction were not well-defined. To further
characterize the mechanism of activation, a split ubiquitin
membrane yeast two-hybrid system was developed with the
CAT domain as bait and the NTD or NTD-JX domain as prey to
determine the residues that play a role in this intramolecular
interaction (Fig. 1C). This method relies on the fact that an
interaction between bait and prey proteins results in reconsti-

Figure 1. Domain architecture and structure of nSMase2. A, domain architecture of nSMase2. It has a membrane-inserted NTD containing two hydrophobic
segments, HS1 and HS2 (shown in orange), that help in APL binding. This is followed by a cytoplasmic JX (shown as a green line), a catalytic domain (CAT, shown
in yellow and purple), and an insertion region. B, X-ray crystallographic structure of the CAT domain of nSMase2. Of note are the various loops projecting from
the membrane facing end of the domain–palmitoylation loop (containing two cysteine residues that are palmitoylated), a DK loop (previously shown to play
a key role in substrate recognition and catalysis), a short loop, and an activation loop. C, schematic representation of the split ubiquitin membrane yeast
two-hybrid system. The bait contains the CAT, which is tethered to the membrane through the OST4 membrane anchor and has the C terminus of ubiquitin
(CUb) followed by transcription factors to signal �-galactosidase production. The prey contains the NTD or NTD-JX tethered to the NUb. D, relative �-gal activity.
Green shapes indicate positive controls: p53, Large T, and NUbI (a self-activating ubiquitin). Negative controls in red shapes include prey EV and bait EV. The data
represent means � S.D. of n � 3. E, Western blots showing expression levels of prey and bait constructs. Tubulin is used as loading control.
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tution of ubiquitin, which is further recognized by cytosolic
deubiquitinases. This results in proteolytic release of a tran-
scription factor (LexA-VP16) that facilitates �-gal production,
which can then be measured as a readout of interdomain inter-
actions (21). The well-established SV40 Large T antigen (as
bait)–p53 (as prey) interaction was used as a positive control to
test this system (Fig. 1D). Replacing either bait or prey with the
corresponding empty vectors (pDHB1 or pPR3N) resulted in
no �-gal production (Fig. 1D). Additional controls for valida-
tion of bait and prey were included to ensure elimination of
false-positives. A self-inducing prey, NUbI was co-expressed
with the CAT domain of nSMase2 as bait, resulting in a strong
positive interaction. NTD-JX as prey was also tested against the
bait vector pDHB1, resulting in no �-gal production. Expres-
sion of the constructs is shown in Fig. 1E. With these controls
established, the results showed significant interaction between
the NTD-JX (amino acids 1–104 and 1–118) and the CAT
domains, as seen before (20). Importantly, the current data
showed that deletion of the JX region led to a complete loss of
interaction between the CAT domain and the membrane-in-
serted NTD (amino acids 1– 84) despite higher expression of
NTD (Fig. 1, D and E), indicating a necessary role for the JX
region. The results suggest that the first 20 residues of the JX
region (amino acids 85–104) are necessary for the interaction
with the CAT domain to take place. Therefore, these results
define a critical role for the JX region in the interaction with the
catalytic domain.

Interdomain interactions occur through key amino acid
residues in the JX region

To point out specific residues in the JX region that may be
interacting with the CAT domain, a multiple sequence align-
ment of the JX region was performed. The alignment revealed
that several amino acids were conserved across multiple species
in the minimum sequence (residues 85–104) required for inter-
actions between NTD-JX and CAT. Therefore, alanine scan-
ning was performed across this conserved JX patch in the
NTD-JX to define the residues that may play a role in interact-
ing with the CAT domain (Fig. 2A). To rule out expression
effects on interdomain interactions, Western blotting of these
constructs is shown in Fig. 2E. Mutation of NTD-JX residues
Leu-88, Gln-89, Pro-94, and Tyr-95 to alanine showed similar
interaction strength as the WT NTD-JX, indicating that these
residues do not play a role in interacting with CAT domain.
Mutation of NTD-JX residues Arg-92–Arg-93 or Tyr-97 to ala-
nine led to a significant decrease in interaction, suggesting that
these residues play a role in interacting with the CAT domain.
Interestingly, mutation of residues Trp-85 and Pro-87 to ala-
nine increased the relative strength of interaction (Fig. 2B).
We attributed this increase to reduced steric hindrance at
these amino acid positions, aiding interdomain interactions.
Removal of a bulky side chain in the Trp or any kinks that may
be caused by the Pro possibly brought the cytoplasmic section
of nSMase2 closer to the NTD, thus aiding stronger interac-
tions. Together, these results indicate that residues Arg-92–
Arg-93 and Tyr-97 in the JX region are important for interac-
tion with the CAT domain.

Key residues in the CAT domain interact with the JX region

The membrane facing side of the CAT domain is most likely
to participate in interdomain interactions with the JX domain
because it too must lie close to the membrane. To define the
interaction partners of the JX residues with the CAT domain,
we performed an alanine scan of amino acids in four loops fac-
ing the membrane: the palmitoylation loop, DK loop, activation
loop, and short loop (Fig. 2C). The orientation of the CAT
domain in relation to the membrane was previously discussed
by our group (20). Co-expression of NTD as prey and the CAT
domain as bait was used as a negative control, and the interac-
tion between NTD-JX as prey and CAT domain as bait was used
as positive control. Mutation of residues in the activation loop
(termed appropriately due to its active role in nSMase2 activa-
tion) of the CAT domain to alanine resulted in a decrease in
interdomain interaction, suggesting residues N142AN143A
and Leu-144 (despite its higher expression level) in this loop as
the major interacting partners of the JX region (Fig. 2D). Muta-
tions in residues Asn-428 and Asp-429 in the DK loop also
resulted in a slight decrease in the relative strength of interdo-
main interactions. These data are consistent with the previ-
ously described model wherein a conformational change of this
loop or “DK switch” needs to occur for activation of nSMase2.
Mutations in the palmitoylation loop (L386AY387A and
D388A V389A) and in the short loop (F400AK401A) did not
show a difference in the relative strength of the interaction as
compared with the WT NTD-JX construct and therefore do not
appear to play a role in interactions between NTD-JX and CAT
domains. Expression of the constructs is shown in Fig. 2E.
These results identify residues N142AN143A and Leu-144 in
the activation loop as important to mediate the interaction with
the JX region.

The JX region acts as a bridge and mediates interactions with
the NTD

A comparison of activity between the CAT, JX-CAT
domains, and full-length (FL) nSMase2 constructs revealed that
although tethering of the JX region to CAT is sufficient for
activation by PS, the activity of the JX-CAT construct is only
�25% of the FL construct (Fig. 3A). Therefore, we hypothesized
that the JX region may be mediating interactions between the
NTD and CAT by also making important contacts with the
NTD for maximal activation of the enzyme. To explore this, we
again used the membrane split ubiquitin system, but in this case
with NTD as prey and JX tethered to CAT (JX-CAT) as bait
(Fig. 3B). Tethering JX to NTD (as NTD-JX) or to CAT (as
JX-CAT) resulted in domain– domain interactions between
NTD and CAT via the JX region. This suggests that the JX
region acts as a bridge or a scaffold between the membrane-
inserted NTD and the cytoplasmic CAT domains, making
interactions with both domains.

The JX region interacts with the NTD through specific residues

To determine the specific amino acids that play a role in the
JX-NTD interaction, point mutations of conserved residues in
the JX region (Fig. 2A) were made in the JX-CAT construct and
used as bait to probe against the prey, NTD. When vector
pPR3N was used as prey and tested against JX-CAT as bait, no
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interaction was seen, thus ensuring no false positives. The pos-
itive control for the system was the self-inducing prey, NUbI,
with JX-CAT as bait that resulted in a strong increase in �-gal
activity. When JX-CAT WT was used as bait against NTD as
prey, as expected, there was an increase in �-gal activity, which

was abolished when JX-CAT was replaced with CAT as bait
(Fig. 3C). Mutation of JX residues Leu-88, Gln-89, Pro-94, and
Tyr-95 to alanine did not show a significant decrease in �-gal
activity, thus indicating that they are not involved in interac-
tions between NTD and JX-CAT. However, mutation of resi-

Figure 2. Interdomain interactions between NTD-JX and CAT occur via specific residues. A, multiple sequence alignment of the JX region indicating
conserved residues across Homo sapiens (Hs), Mus musculus (Mm), and Danio rerio (Dr), and M. musculus mitochondria-associated SMase and D. rerio mitochon-
dria-associated SMase. B, membrane yeast two-hybrid readout of �-gal activity with NTD or NTD-JX as prey and CAT as bait. Green shapes indicate positive
controls (NUbI and WT NTD-JX), and red shapes indicate negative controls (prey EV and NTD WT). The data represent means � S.D. of n � 3. Asterisks indicate
statistically significant decrease in readout as tested by a Student’s t test between positive control NUbI and individual mutations. C, structure of the CAT
domain of nSMase2 with various loops that project toward the membrane. Activation loop mutations are highlighted in purple, DK loop mutations are in blue,
and the palmitoylation loop is in green. D, membrane yeast two-hybrid readout of �-gal activity with NTD or NTD-JX as prey and CAT as bait. Dark green shapes
indicate positive control (WT CAT), and red shapes indicate negative control (WT NTD). Light green shapes indicate mutations in palmitoylation loop, blue shapes
highlight mutations in DK loop, and purple shapes show mutations of the activation loop. The data represent means � S.D. of n � 3. Asterisks indicate
statistically significant decrease in readout as tested by a Student’s t test between positive control NUbI and individual mutations. E, Western blots indicating
expression levels of prey and bait constructs. Tubulin is used as loading control.
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dues Trp-85, Pro-87, Arg-92–Arg-93, and Tyr-97 resulted in a
significant decrease in �-gal activity, thus indicating that they
play a role in interacting with the NTD (Fig. 3C). Interestingly,
Arg-92 and Arg-93 were important for both sets of interactions
(JX with NTD and JX with CAT). From previous studies, we
know that these two arginines play a role in PS binding (18).
Therefore, this suggests that domain– domain interactions
might be occurring as a consequence of PS binding. Expres-
sion levels of constructs do not contribute to differences in
interdomain interactions as depicted in Fig. 3E. Therefore,
these results show that specific amino acid residues in the JX
region play a role in interacting with the membrane-inserted
NTD.

Key residues in the NTD play a role in interdomain interactions

To determine the amino acids in the NTD that play a role in
interacting with JX-CAT, point mutations in the conserved
amino acid residues in the region between the two hydrophobic
segments were made, including amino acids previously identi-
fied to be important for PS binding. This comes from a previous
topological study of nSMase2 (22). Again, NUbI (prey)–CAT
(bait) or NUbI (prey)–JX-CAT (bait) pairs were used as positive
controls, and EV or NTD against CAT were used as negative
controls. Conserved residues Thr-41 and Glu-44 showed very
little change in �-gal activity, thus indicating that they play no
role in interacting with the cytoplasmic section of nSMase2

Figure 3. Interdomain interactions between NTD and JX-CAT occur via specific residues. A, activity assay comparisons between CAT domain, JX-CAT
domain, and FL nSMase2 with and without the presence of PS. B, membrane yeast two-hybrid readout of �-gal activity when JX region is tethered to NTD (as
prey, NTDJ-X) or to CAT (as bait, JX-CAT). The data represent means � S.D. of n � 3. C, membrane yeast two-hybrid readout of �-gal activity with NTD as prey
and CAT or JX-CAT as bait. Green shapes indicate positive controls (NUbI and WT JX-CAT), and red shapes indicate negative controls (prey EV and CAT WT). The
data represent means � S.D. of n � 3. Asterisks indicate statistically significant decrease in readout as tested by a Student’s t test between positive control NUbI
and individual mutations. D, membrane yeast two-hybrid readout of �-gal activity with NTD as prey and CAT or JX-CAT as bait. The dark green shapes indicates
positive control (WT JX-CAT), and red shapes indicates negative control (WT CAT). Light green shapes indicate mutations in NTD. The data represent means �
S.D. of n � 3. Asterisks indicate statistically significant decrease in readout as tested by a Student’s t test between positive control NUbI and individual
mutations. E, Western blots showing expression levels of prey and bait constructs. Tubulin is used as loading control.
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(Fig. 3D). Residues Asp-32 and Leu-34 showed a decrease in
�-gal activity. Amino acids previously recognized as important
for PS activation of nSMase2, Arg-33, and the cationic patch
KRQR (residues 45– 48) (18) showed a significant decrease in
�-gal activity (Fig. 3D). Expression levels of constructs are
shown in Fig. 3E. Taken together, these results indicate that
residues Asp-32 and Leu-34 in addition to PS-binding residues
(Arg-33 and Lys-45–Arg-46 –Gln-47–Arg-48) are involved in
domain– domain interactions with the CAT.

Mutation of key JX residues that play a role in interdomain
interactions reduce nSMase2 activity

To determine whether a loss of interaction between the NTD
and CAT domains via the JX region indeed leads to a loss of
nSMase2 activation, the effects of JX point mutations W85A,
Y97A, R92AR93A; CAT domain mutations N142A, N143A,
and L144A (in the activation loop); and NTD mutations D32A,
R33A, L34A, and KRQR 45– 48A in full-length nSMase2 were
tested. The activity assay was performed by quantifying the hy-
drolysis of 14C-labeled SM in mixed micelles (“Experimental
procedures”). JX mutations W85A and Y97A drastically
reduced the Vmax by �85%, whereas mutating residues Arg-92
and Arg-93 reduced the Vmax by 30% (Fig. 4A). The CAT acti-
vation loop residues, N142A, N143A, and L144A also showed a
decrease in Vmax of �80% (Fig. 4A). NTD mutations D32A and
Leu-34 showed a complete loss of nSMase2 activity, and as pre-
viously shown, residues R33A and the cationic patch residues
(KRQR 45– 48) showed complete reduction in nSMase2 activ-
ity (Fig. 4A) (18). Mutating conserved residue Phe-400 did not
result in a significant decrease in activity as compared with WT
nSMase2, thus indicating that the loss of nSMase2 activity is
due to a loss in interdomain interactions (Fig. 4A). To ensure
that the loss of activity of nSMase2 is not due to loss of protein
fold, we ran nSMase WT and nSMase2 mutant (containing all
mutations involved in interdomain interaction) constructs on
Phyre2 application (23). Comparison of WT and mutant
nSMase2 constructs revealed no changes in secondary struc-
ture elements in mutated regions (Figs. S1 and S2). To confirm
these results experimentally, we performed CD of CAT WT
and JX-CAT WT with some representative mutations (CAT
D430A, CAT N142AN143A, CAT L144A, JX-CAT W85A, JX-
CAT R92AR93A, and JX-CAT Y97A). The spectra of CAT
domain constructs look similar to those of previously published
bacterial sphingomyelinases (24). No major changes in spectra
were observed between WT and mutant constructs (Fig. S3).

Furthermore, we checked the thermal stability of CAT WT
and JX-CAT WT with some representative mutations (CAT
D430A, CAT N142AN143A, CAT L144A, JX-CAT W85A, JX-
CAT R92AR93A, and JX-CAT Y97A) from the yeast two-
hybrid screen using SYPRO orange dye with a temperature gra-
dient from 25 to 95 °C. No significant changes in melting tem-
peratures were observed between WT and mutational con-
structs (Fig. S4). These results indicated that the loss in
nSMase2 activity in these mutant constructs were not due to a
loss of secondary structural elements but could be due to a loss
of interdomain interactions.

Interdomain interactions are required for protection of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae from hydroxyurea

To establish whether a loss of allosteric activation of
nSMase2 via the JX region affects its function in cells, the sen-
sitivity of the JK9-3d yeast strain to the genotoxic agent
hydroxyurea (HU) was tested. As previously established, the
JK9-3d strain lacking the yeast homolog of nSMase2 (Isc1)
showed a clear sensitivity to HU. This phenotype was rescued
with overexpression of human WT nSMase2 in these cells (Fig.
4B). Furthermore, when human nSMase2 was overexpressed
with mutations relating to interdomain interactions such as
Trp-85, R92AR93A, and Tyr-97 in the JX region, activation
loop mutations in the CAT domain such as N142A, N143A, and
L144A, or NTD mutations such as D32A, R33A, L34A, and KRQR
45–48A, a decrease in protection from HU was observed (Fig. 4B).
On the other hand, mutating conserved residue Phe-400, which
did not affect nSMase2 activity, yielded comparable growth to that
of WT. Thus, the results indicate that protection from growth
arrest is a result of nSMase2 activity, which in turn depends on
interdomain interactions. Hence, these results establish that
interdomain interactions are necessary for nSMase2 activa-
tion and play a vital role in its cellular function.

Figure 4. Interdomain interactions are required for activation of nSMase2.
A, mutation of amino acids important for interdomain interactions eliminates
activation of nSMase2 by PS. The data represent means � S.D. of n � 3. B, inter-
domain interactions are necessary for nSMase2 function. Serial dilutions of over-
expression constructs of full-length nSMase2 and nSMase2 mutations important
for interdomain interactions in �Isc1 cells showing protection from HU.
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PS binding causes a conformational change in the cytoplasmic
portion of nSMase2

Loss of interdomain interactions as a result of mutations in
APL-binding residues posed the question of whether the PS
binding induces these interdomain interactions or whether
these domain– domain interactions primed nSMase2 for APL
binding. To this end, first, we studied whether binding of PS by
nSMase2 resulted in a conformational change in the enzyme.
SAXS measurements were carried out using purified CAT and
JX-CAT constructs in the presence or absence of PS. Plots of
intensity at zero scattering angle, I0, versus protein concentra-
tion for CAT and JX-CAT with and without PS indicated that
all samples were monodisperse and suitable for SAXS analyses
(Fig. 5, A and D). Guinier analysis and pair wise distribution,
P(r), were calculated and plotted in Fig. 5, B and C, for CAT
(with and without PS). Comparison of Guinier plots for CAT in
the presence or absence of PS resulted in an overlap of the plot
with little to no changes in the radius of gyration, Rg (Fig. 5B).
The P(r) function for CAT in the presence or absence of PS also

resulted in an overlap of plots with little to no changes in the
protein radius, Dmax, indicating that binding of PS to CAT
results in no significant conformational changes (Fig. 5C). On
the other hand, comparison of Guinier plots for JX-CAT in the
presence or absence of PS resulted in a difference of 0.89 Å in Rg
(Fig. 5E). The P(r) plot for JX-CAT in the presence or absence of PS
also showed a 9.59 Å difference (�12% decrease) in Dmax (Fig. 5F).
SAXS reconstructions of CAT and JX-CAT constructs in the pres-
ence or absence of PS were performed using CORAL program in
the ATSAS package (Fig. 5, G and H). The results from these anal-
yses are provided in Table 1, which show that PS binding of JX-
CAT results in a significant conformational change but that this
conformational change is not observed in the CAT construct and
thus seems dependent on the nSMase2 JX region.

The JX region does not increase HDX protection at the
activation loop in the absence of PS

An independent and blinded study using hydrogen–
deuterium exchange (HDX)–MS was used to probe the inter-

Figure 5. SAXS parameters for data validation and interpretation. A, I0 versus protein concentration of nSMase2 CAT domain with and without PS. B, Guinier
plot of nSMase2 CAT domain with and without PS. C, distance distribution function P(r) versus radius, r, for nSMase2 CAT domain with and without PS. D, I0 versus
protein concentration of nSMase2 JX-CAT domain with and without PS. E, Guinier plot of nSMase2 JX-CAT domain with and without PS. F, distance distribution
function P(r) versus radius, r, for nSMase2 JX-CAT domain with and without PS. G, SAXS reconstruction of CAT domain in the presence and absence of PS. H, SAXS
reconstruction of JX-CAT domain in the presence and absence of PS.
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action of the CAT domain with the JX region. Here, the rate of
exchange of amide hydrogens from the protein backbone with
the solvent is measured as a means to determine protein sec-
ondary structure and conformational dynamics. The CAT and
JX-CAT constructs were individually purified and allowed to
undergo deuterium exchange at multiple different exposure
times (3, 30, and 300 s) in their apo states at a final concentra-
tion of 400 nM. Deuterium incorporation is analyzed through
the digestion of the proteins into peptides, followed by separa-
tion and mass analysis. Deuteration states for all analyzed pep-
tides are provided in Tables S1 and S2.

Comparing the CAT and JX-CAT constructs revealed that
the presence of the JX region caused an overall protection in the
cytoplasmic face of the CAT domain. Peptides that only show
protection at early time points (amino acids 383–387 and 385–
391) are indicative of a weakly protected amide (highly dynamic
secondary structure) that becomes protected in the JX-CAT
construct; for peptides with differences mainly at the middle
time points (amino acids 611– 622), these are indicative of
amides with medium levels of protection (more stable second-
ary structure) being protected, and finally peptides with diver-
gence at late time points is indicative of strongly protected
amides (very stable secondary structure) being protected
(amino acids 440 – 455, 618 – 626, and 647– 651) (Fig. 6, A and
B). This indicates that the JX region is a highly dynamic, flexible
linker that wraps around the cytoplasmic end of CAT domain
in the absence of lipids and the NTD (Fig. 6, A and B).

Conformational change upon PS binding leads to interdomain
interactions

To characterize the conformational changes observed by
SAXS, we performed HDX-MS with the JX-CAT construct in
the presence or absence of liposomes containing PS. nSMase2
JX-CAT constructs were incubated in the presence and absence
of liposomes containing 30% SM, 30% DOPC, 30% DOPS, and
10% cholesterol. Membrane binding can frequently lead to
protein instability over time and lead to aggregation issues.
Therefore, HDX experiments were carried out using standard
method for membrane proteins at three time points in triplicate
(3, 30, and 300 s) for both conditions. JX-CAT was stable at all
three time points. All identified peptides and their deuteration
rates are tabulated in Tables S3 and S4.

In the presence of liposomes containing DOPS, decreased
exchange rates were observed throughout the catalytic domain
of nSMase2 JX-CAT. The largest change in deuteration (over
10%) in the CAT domain was observed in the activation loop
(residues 139 –145 and 145–149), suggesting that it could be
participating in interdomain interactions or interacting with
the lipid substrate. However, previous work from our group

showed that nSMase2 lacking the NTD-JX region does not bind
membranes containing DOPS (18). Moreover, our SAXS data
(above) also shows no conformational changes in CAT in the
presence of PS. Therefore, this protection of activation loop
residues is most likely due to interdomain interactions. The
palmitoylation loop (residues 552–557) also showed decreases
in exchange rates �10%. The regions 170 –350 and 486 –500
showed also showed a 7–10% decrease in exchange (7–10%)
(Fig. 7, A and B). In summary, these results show that the
interaction with DOPS-containing membranes leads to con-
formational changes mediated through the JX region, thus
positioning nSMase2 to make important interactions with
the activation loop of the CAT domain.

Discussion

nSMase2 is emerging as a complex enzyme because it is reg-
ulated at multiple levels through layers of modular switches
embedded into its structure. It has two membrane insertion
domains, two palmitoylation clusters, a DK loop that acts as an
autoinhibitory switch, an insertion region that controls post-
translational modifications and protein–protein interactions
via a calcineurin binding region, and requirement of anionic
lipids and magnesium for full activation. Detailed biochemical
and biophysical studies over the last decade have provided
important information on the architecture and mechanism of
nSMase2 CAT activation in generating ceramide. However, our
understanding of the PS-mediated allosteric activation mecha-
nism of nSMase2 still lags behind. In this study, the results show
that the JX region of nSMase2, which links the NTD and the
CAT, plays a critical role in allosteric activation of the CAT
domain.

Our current data suggest that the 32-amino acid-long JX
region is not merely a linker connecting the two major domains
(NTD and CAT) of nSMase2 but is also a key player in inducing
a conformational change upon PS binding and that it partici-
pates actively in interdomain interactions that are required for
activation of nSMase2 (Fig. 8). The results show that specific
amino acid residues in the JX region, Arg-92, Arg-93, and
Tyr-97 are critical for interdomain interactions with the CAT
domain. The results further provide evidence that the activa-
tion loop in the CAT domain drives nSMase2 activity by mak-
ing specific intramolecular interactions with the JX region. The
JX region also mediates interactions with the NTD via residues
Trp-85, Pro-87, Arg-92, and Arg-93. Residues Asp-32, Arg-33,
and Leu-34 and the cationic patch KRQR 45– 48 in the NTD are
shown to play a role in interacting with the JX region. Burial of
these NTD charged residues in the membrane would be ener-
getically costly, so they likely project into the polar environ-
ment, and interaction with residues in the cytoplasmic segment
of nSMase2 would not only seem thermodynamically efficient
but may also help stabilize nSMase2 during SM hydrolysis.
These results clearly indicate that the JX domain actively inter-
acts with both the CAT and the NTD and functions as a critical
intermediate in the allosteric activation of the enzyme.

Importantly, Arg-92 and Arg-93 were found to participate in
both interactions of the JX with CAT and with NTD. These
residues were previously shown to be important for PS binding
(18). Therefore, one plausible mechanism is that these two res-

Table 1
SAXS parameters for data validation and interpretation

Parameters CAT JX-CAT
No PS With PS No PS With PS

Rg
Guinier plot (Å) 24.34 � 0.21 24.73 � 0.5 24.61 � 0.44 23.89 � 0.37
P(r) (Å) 24.89 24.8 24.57 23.68

Dmax (Å) 82.27 82.89 79.43 69.84
Goodness of fit, R2 0.9886 0.9958 0.9984 0.9396
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idues are, at least partly, required for PS binding and therefore
are important to transmit the allosteric interactions between
the domains. It is to be noted that the requirements for the
presence of PS could not be addressed using the yeast two-
hybrid because PS is constitutively present in the system, and
several attempts to create yeast NMY51 strains with CHO1
(gene that encodes for PS synthase) deletion were unsuccessful.

Therefore, the important question of whether these interdo-
main interactions occur as a result of PS binding or whether
their “pre-existing” interactions allow PS binding was tested in
a 2-fold manner. First, SAXS analyses on JX-CAT in the pres-
ence and absence of PS revealed that a conformational change
occurs when JX-CAT binds PS. The reduction of Dmax in the

presence of PS suggests that the JX region might undergo a
structural rearrangement possibly from an unstructured pep-
tide to an �-helical or coil conformation, thus shortening the
distance between CAT and the NTD. These results were fur-
ther confirmed in a blinded and independent study using HDX-
MS, wherein the rate of exchange of amide hydrogens from the
protein backbone showed that the activation loop was pro-
tected only in the presence of PS. These results suggest that the
binding to PS acts as a conformational trigger via the JX region,
positioning the catalytic domain in an orientation that facili-
tates interdomain interactions. This structural rearrangement
is also responsible for uncoupling of the DK switch, previously
found to act as an autoinhibitory loop in the catalytic domain.

Figure 6. HDX-MS analysis for CAT versus JX-CAT. A, peptides in the CAT domain of nSMase2 that showed deuterium exchange differences greater than 7%
and 0.4 Da when in the presence of the JX region are mapped onto a modeled structure of nSMase2’s CAT domain (Protein Data Bank code 5UVG). Peptides
showing less than 7% change in exchange rate are shown in gray, peptides showing a difference in exchange rate between 7 and 10% are shown in light blue,
and peptides showing exchange rate differences over 10% are shown in dark blue. B, time course of deuterium incorporation for peptides in the nSMase2 CAT
domain showing differences in percentage of deuteration between the shown conditions (error shown as S.D., n � 3). All mentioned peptides showed a
decrease in exchange greater than 4 Da, as well as a paired t test value of p � 0.05.
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Figure 7. HDX-MS analysis for JX-CAT with and without PS. A, peptides in the JX-CAT domain of nSMase2 that showed deuterium exchange differences
greater than 7% and 0.4 Da when in the presence of DOPS liposomes are mapped onto a modeled structure of nSMase2’s CAT domain (Protein Data Bank code
5UVG). Peptides showing less than 7% change in exchange rate are shown in gray, peptides showing a difference in exchange rate between 7 and 10% are
shown in light blue, and peptides showing exchange rate differences over 10% are shown in dark blue. Peptides showing increase in HDX exchange are shown
in orange. B, time course of deuterium incorporation for peptides in the nSMase2 JX-CAT domain showing differences in percentage of deuteration between
the shown conditions (error shown as S.D., n � 3). All mentioned peptides showed a decrease in exchange greater than 4 Da, as well as a paired t test value of
p � 0.05.
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The results also demonstrate that this network of interdo-
main interactions between NTD and CAT via JX region is
important for nSMase2 function in vitro and in cells. First, the
loss of the specific interdomain interactions led to a loss in
enzyme activation. Second, the data also revealed a functional
role for these interdomain interactions in cells. Here, the
growth defect caused by HU in S. cerevisiae deleted in Isc1,
the yeast homolog of nSMase2, could be overcome by WT
nSMase2 but not by mutants in the critical residues required
for these interactions. Therefore, interdomain interactions
between NTD and CAT domain mediated by the JX region as a
consequence of PS binding are required for nSMase2 activation
and function.

Although no structures of the NTD have been reported, our
findings support a PS-mediated stepwise allosteric activation
model for regulation of nSMase2. nSMase2 not bound to PS
represents an inactive or autoinhibited configuration of the
enzyme wherein the DK loop occludes the active site of the
enzyme (20). Upon binding to PS, for example in membrane
microdomains with high localized PS concentrations such as
the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane, a conformational
change mediated through the JX region positions the CAT
domain in its active conformation. This facilitates a network of
intricate interactions between the NTD and the CAT domain
that further help shift the equilibrium toward the active confor-
mation of the enzyme, thus leading to SM hydrolysis and local-
ized ceramide production (Fig. 8). Other factors that affect
nSMase2activityarepH,presenceofMg2�,oxidation,andphos-

phorylation status of the enzyme. However, we believe that pH,
Mg2�, and oxidation status of nSMase2 affect enzyme activa-
tion through mechanisms that directly affect the charge status
in the active pocket, thus disrupting acid– base catalytic mech-
anism rather than impact the allosteric activation mechanism
we describe in this study. Furthermore, previous work on
nSMase2 showed that deletion of region harboring the five
known phosphorylation sites did not affect the interdomain
interactions between the NTD and CAT domains (20).

Thus, we propose a dual role for the JX region: 1) in sensing
changes in upstream signals or membrane by interacting with
PS and 2) in rewiring the electrostatic circuitry of NTD-CAT
interactions by adopting an active conformation, thus over-
coming the DK checkpoint and leading to ceramide produc-
tion. This forms the basis of our model for how an activation
signal in the membrane is transduced across to the cytoplasm,
leading to an amplification in ceramide production (Fig. 8).
Such focused production of ceramide might be important in its
function as a bioactive molecule responding to specific cellular
signals such as tumor necrosis factor-� or A�1– 42, thus medi-
ating a variety of cell signaling pathways such as inflammation
and exosome formation (25, 26).

Although PS just forms �3–10% of cell membrane, several
studies have looked at the effects of PS concentration in various
cellular membranes. Yeast that are deficient in PS synthase
gene (cho1) showed defective vacuolar acidification and aber-
rant endocytic pathways (27). High PS concentrations have
been described in several studies as a major constituent of exo-

Figure 8. Model for nSMase2 activation. PS binding of nSMase2 causes a conformational change leading to interdomain interactions via the JX region, thus
positioning the catalytic domain in the active conformation. The JX region acts as a scaffold facilitating PS and interdomain interactions, as shown in the inset.
This suggests the mechanism of nSMase2 activation by PS.
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somes (28, 29). In oligodendrocytes, nSMase2-mediated cer-
amide production was the driver of exosome formation. When
these cells were treated with GW4869, an inhibitor of nSMase2
that binds at the PS-binding site of the enzyme, there was a
significant reduction in exosome release (30). We therefore
speculate that ceramide-mediated exosome formation occurs
through the novel PS-mediated allosteric activation model that
we describe in our study. This mechanism could be used to
modulate exosome release in pathophysiological conditions
such as Alzheimer’s disease, wherein amyloid �-peptide (A�)
levels are dysregulated in the brain. It was shown that release of
neural exosomes that bind to A� peptides could be reduced
when the murine microglial cell line BV-2 was treated with
nSMase2 siRNA (31).

Several studies on membrane proteins with multiple
domains such as receptor tyrosine kinases have described a role
for linkers in their function, typically by aiding homo- or het-
erodimerization or localization (32–34). To date, nSMase2 has
not been shown to function as a dimer, nor has the JX region of
nSMase2 been shown to play a role in nSMase2 localization,
thus making the role of the JX region in enzyme activation
unique. This proposed role for the JX region might provide an
important example to understand the mechanism of other
enzymes in the SMase family. For example, X-ray crystal struc-
tures of acid SMase have been solved in both enzymatically
active as well as inactive states, but how this enzyme changes
conformations from inactive to active still remains unknown
because of a lack of conformational dynamic information
(35). Interestingly, deletion of the membrane-inserted saposin
domain and the linker connecting it to the CAT domain results
in loss of acid SMase activity (35). Our study raises the possibil-
ity that a similar interdomain relay system might exist in the
acid SMase, even though it belongs to a distinct family of
SMases.

Many questions still remain unanswered about regulation of
nSMase2. For example, although we know that NTD binds PA
in the HS1 region leading to enzyme activation with a higher Km
and lower Vmax (as compared to PS activation of nSMase2), we
do not yet understand the mechanism by which PA binding
leads to nSMase2 activation. The difference in kinetic parame-
ters suggests that nSMase2 adopts a different active conforma-
tion, implying that JX may exist in more than one structural
arrangement depending on the input signal. We also speculate
that nSMase2 binds to either PA and/or PS in response to spe-
cific upstream signals and effect specific downstream out-
comes, thus also acting as an important mediator within phos-
pholipid driven pathways.

Several reports on the cellular mechanisms of nSMase2 have
placed it in critical junctures in pathways of apoptosis, cell dif-
ferentiation, and exosome release (36, 37). In light of these
functions, various studies over the last two decades have pro-
posed nSMase2 as a major therapeutic target, Because of its role
in pathologies such as cancer, inflammation, hypertension, and
Alzheimer’s disease (8, 38, 39). Thus, understanding the mech-
anism of nSMase2 activation from the perspective of an allos-
teric site would potentially be very important in designing
inhibitors that are specific to one isoform of nSMase.

Experimental procedures

Protein expression and purification

Overexpression of human nSMase2 CAT and JX-CAT was
performed using BL21 (DE3) RIPL cells grown at 37 °C to an
OD of 1–1.5 and then cooled to 15 °C. The cells were then
induced with 400 �M isopropyl-�-D-1-thigalactopyranoside for
48 h. The cells were then harvested and lysed by sonication with
lysis buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 60 mM imidaz-
ole, 500 mM NaCl, 5% (v/v) glycerol, and 2 mM �-mercaptoeth-
anol (�-ME)). Cell lysates were then centrifuged and applied to
a HisTrap FF column (GE Healthcare) and washed with five
column volumes of the lysis buffer. The protein constructs were
then eluted using the elution buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate,
pH 7.0, 300 mM imidazole, 50 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol (v/v), 10
mM DTT, and 10 mM �-ME). The eluted fraction was incubated
at 4 °C with ULP-1 (ubiquitin-like specific protease-1) to cleave
the His-SUMO tag and then applied to a size exclusion column
(GE Healthcare Superdex 200 Hi-Load 26/60) equilibrated with
buffer (20 mM Bis-Tris (pH 6.5), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM �-ME,
and 2 mM DTT). Pooled nSMase2 fractions were concentrated
to 10 mg/ml, flash frozen, and stored at 	80 °C.

Membrane yeast two-hybrid system

A split ubiquitin-based membrane yeast two-hybrid DUAL-
Hunter system (Dualsystems Biotech) was used to study inter-
domain interactions. Bait was generated using either the
nSMase2 CAT or JX-CAT sequence (119 – 655 �175–339 or
85– 655 �175–339) cloned in the pDHB1 vector containing an
OST4 membrane anchor and the C terminus of ubiquitin. This
vector contains a Leu2 auxotrophic marker that allows for the
selection of positive clones in selective dropout 	Leu plates.
The prey was generated by cloning the NTD (amino acids
1– 84) or NTD-JX (amino acids 1–104 and 1–118) region of
nSMase2 into the pPR3N vector. This vector contains NUb and
the Trp1 selective marker. The bait and prey were transformed
into NMY51 cells via the lithium acetate method, and the cells
were grown on selective dropout 	Leu 	Trp plates. Quantita-
tive assessment of interactions was confirmed by using the
�-gal assay following cell lysis with Vortex Genie with Turbo-
Mix attachment.

Western blotting analysis

NMY51 cells containing bait and prey were grown at 30 °C
for 24 h, pelleted, washed with PBS buffer, and lysed using
Vortex Genie with TurboMix attachment. Protein amounts
were quantitated using Bradford assay using Bradford reagent
(Thermo Fisher). Equal amounts of protein samples were sep-
arated on SDS-PAGE using the Bio-Rad Criterion system. Sep-
arated proteins were then transferred onto nitrocellulose mem-
branes (Bio-Rad) and blocked with 5% nonfat milk in PBS-T
buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies (1:1000
dilution) were then added and incubated at 4 °C overnight. The
membranes were washed three times with PBS-T buffer and
incubated with respective secondary antibodies (1:5000 dilu-
tion) for 1 h at room temperature. The membrane was then
washed five times with PBS-T buffer and developed using
chemiluminescence with the ECL substrate (Pierce).
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Small angle X-ray scattering

SAXS data were collected at the 16-ID Beamline (National
Synchrotron Light Source II, Brookhaven National Laborato-
ries). Protein samples at various concentrations with their
matching buffer samples were incubated with and without 1
mM 06:0 PS (Avanti) for 5 min before data collection. They were
then loaded on to the sample chamber and checked for protein
concentration or aggregation effects. Scattering from buffer
samples were subtracted to generate scattering curves of pro-
tein alone. Guinier plots were analyzed using PRIMUS and used
to calculate the radius of gyration, Rg. Pair distribution func-
tions P(r) were calculated using the GNOM package (40).

Hydrogen– deuterium exchange MS

HDX experiments were performed with or without lipo-
somes (30 mol% SM, 10 mol% DOPS, 30 mol% cholesterol, and
30 mol% DOPC) in a total reaction volume of 50 �l with a final
protein concentration (CAT or JX-CAT) of 600 nM. Deuterium
incorporation was initiated by the addition of 40 �l of deute-
rium oxide buffer (35 mM Bis-Tris, pH 6.5, 150 mM NaCl, and
99% (v/v) deuterium oxide). The constructs were allowed to
exchange over three time courses: 3, 30, and 300 s at 23 °C.
Exchange was terminated by the addition of 20 �l of ice-cold
quench buffer (3% formic acid, 2 M guanidine HCl), and samples
were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.

HDX experiments performed comparing the deuterium
incorporation of JX-CAT and CAT were performed as above
with the addition of a total of 45 �l of D2O buffer to the protein
sample starting the reaction (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM

NaCl, and 99% (v/v) deuterium oxide). Deuterium exchange
was allowed to occur over four time courses: 3, 30, 300, and
3000 s. Termination of exchange was performed as above.

HDX-MS experiments were carried out as described previ-
ously (41, 42). In brief, samples were quickly thawed and
injected onto an ultra-performance LC system (Dionex Ulti-
mate 3000 RSLCnano system coupled to a leap technologies
PAL RTC) at 2 °C. The samples were subjected to two immobi-
lized pepsin columns (Applied Biosystems, Poroszyme, 2-3131-
00) at 10 and 2 °C, respectively, at a flow of 200 �l/min for 3 min.
Peptides were subsequently collected and desalted on a Van-
Guard precolumn Trap column (Waters) and were eluted onto
an Acquity 1.7 �M particle, 100 
 1 mm2 C18 ultra-perfor-
mance LC column (Waters). Separation and elution of peptides
from the analytical column was achieved using a gradient rang-
ing from 3 to 70% mobile phase B (buffer A: 0.1% formic acid,
LC/MS grade; buffer B: 100% acetonitrile, LC/MS grade) over
16 min. Mass spectrometry analyses were performed using an
Impact II TOF (Bruker) with an electrospray ionization source
operated at a temperature of 200 °C and a spray voltage of 4.5
kV, and data were acquired over a range of 150 –2200 m/z.
Peptides were identified using a data-dependent acquisition
approach. MS/MS experiments were performed (0.5-s precur-
sor scan from 150 to 2000 m/z and twelve 0.25-s fragment scans
from 150 to 2000 m/z), and the MS/MS data were analyzed
against a database consisting of all proteins previously analyzed
in-house, as well as known contaminants using the PEAKS7
software. The false discovery rate was set to 1%.

Levels of deuterium incorporation were calculated using the
HDExaminer Software (Sierra Analytics), and data from each
individual peptide were inspected for correct charge state, qual-
ity of spectra, and the presence of overlapping peptides. Levels
of deuteration were computed by HDExaminer using the cen-
troid of the isotopic cluster corresponding to each peptide at
each time point. The deuteration levels calculated were pre-
sented as relative levels of deuterium incorporation, and back
exchange was controlled for by taking into account the total
level of deuterium present in the samples (74.8%). The data
were further analyzed and curated using Excel, and changes in
deuteration levels above 7% and 0.4 Da with a paired t test value
of p � 0.01 were deemed to be significant.

SMase activity assay

SMase activity assays were performed using SM that was
labeled in the choline headgroup with 14C. Porcine brain SM
(Avanti Polar Lipids) and PS (Avanti Polar Lipids) were added
in required amounts along with trace amounts of radiolabeled
SM and dried under N2 gas. The mixtures were then resus-
pended in assay buffer containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (Research
Products International). The final reaction mix contained 200
�l of lipids and nSMase2 in 100 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM MgCl2,
5 mM �-ME, and 5 mM DTT. The reaction mix was incubated at
37 °C for 1 h and quenched using 2:1 CHCl3/MeOH to perform
a modified Bligh–Dyer extraction. The aqueous phase contain-
ing the 14C-labeled and released phosphocholine headgroup
was transferred to scintillation vials and quantitated using the
Beckman LS 6500 scintillation counter.

Hydroxyurea sensitivity assay

JK9-3d, JK9-3d isc1� or JK9-3d isc1� cells transformed with
various constructs of human nSMase2 were grown overnight at
30 °C using standard YPD medium. The cells were then subcul-
tured at an OD of 0.1 the following morning. The cells were
then pelleted and washed twice with ultrapure water once the
OD reached 0.3. They were then serially diluted and spotted
onto YPD agar plates and YPD agar plates containing 10 mg/ml
hydroxyurea (Sigma). The plates were incubated at 30 °C for
72 h.

Protein fold recognition using Phyre2

nSMase2 WT construct was used as the input parameter for
prediction of protein secondary structure and fold using the
Phyre2 webserver using the “intensive” modeling mode. Next,
the same procedure was repeated after making a construct con-
taining D32A, R33A, L34A, K45AR46AQ47AR48A, W85A,
P87A, R92AR93A, Y97A, N142AN143A, and L144A muta-
tions. The results were then compared visually.

Thermal shift assay

Thermal stability of CAT WT, JX-CAT WT, and their
mutants CAT D430A, CAT N142AN143A, CAT L144A, JX-
CAT W85A, JX-CAT R92AR93A, and JX-CAT Y97A was
checked by mixing 5 �M of each construct with 1
 SYPRO
orange dye to bring the total volume up to 50 �l in a 96-well Fast
RT-PCR plate. Buffer for all constructs were kept the same (20
mM Bis-Tris, 150 mM NaCl). The temperature range spanned
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from 25 to 95 °C at the rate of increase of 1 °C/min in the
Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast Real Time PCR machine. The
data were analyzed in the 7500 software to obtain Tm from n �
4 and plotted as means � S.D.

CD

CD spectrum measurements were taken using a Jasco spec-
trometer. nSMase2 samples were dialyzed into 20 mM sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, and diluted to �5 �M. All spectra
were recorded from 190 to 240 nm at 1-nm intervals using a
0.1-cm-pathlength cuvette. Each sample was cumulatively
scanned four times and plotted as an average of all four reads.
Composition of �-helices and �-sheets was calculated using the
K2D3 server (43).
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